D / C §. for / = 1,2. A unitary equivalence between L x on §j and L 2 on §> 2 is a norm preserving map U from ^j onto § 2 which maps 6 D 1 onto 6 j) 2 such that for all h E 6 D 1 we have U~lL 2 U(h) 9. DEFINITION. TWO positive matrix measures (p /y ) and (T ) , not necessarily of the same dimensions, will be called equivalent if there exists a unitary equivalence between A on t 2 (R,(p iJ ) ) and A on £ 2 (i?,(r f7 )).
10. REMARK. If p and r are 1 X 1 measures then equivalence according to Definition 9 coincides with the usual notion of equivalence where p < T and T < p. In this event we will write p ~ T.
11. Given ann X n positive matrix measure (p tJ ) let (p^.) and (p^.) be its atomic and continuous parts, respectively. An atom is any singleton set {A} consisting of a point \£ R such that (p /y ({X}» ^ (0) .
Let the one dimensional measure p represent any measure equivalent to tr(p. y ), and let (m,/\)) -{dp tJ /dp).
Let the one-dimensional atomic measure p a represent any measure equivalent to tr(p^), and let (my/A)) = (d 9 yd 9 a ).
Let the one dimensional continuous measure p c represent any measure equivalent to tr(p^), and let «/X)) = (dp c tj /dp c ).
For k= 1,2,...,n and /= 1,2,..., (2) let mf(\) be a fixed kXk principal submatrix of (ra /7 (X)). The determinant \mf(X) | is a $-measurable function of X so the sets (X G R \ | mf(X) j^ 0} are all ®-measurable and so too are the sets 12. DEFINITION. Let (p /7 ) be a positive matrix measure. Using the above notations let the rank ofipjj) at a point X G R, denoted rank(p /y )(X), be defined by rank( p tj ) (X) = lim p-ess max (rank( w,./ /i))} **
0+

A(\)
where A(\, e) = {/x G (X -e, X + e) | either JLI is not an atom or ju = X}. Let the rank of (p /y ), denoted rank(p /7 ), be defined by rank(p^) = max AG/? {rank(p /y )(X)}. Let the atomic rank of (p /y ) at a point \ G R, denoted rank a (p, y )(X), be defined by rank a (p /7 )(X) =' rank(p o ({X})). Let the continuous rank of (p /y ) at a point X G R, denoted rank c (p /y )(X), be defined by rank c ( p tj ) (X) = lim p c -ess max { rank( m c .
• (ju))}. •
The following definition and theorem are taken from Dunford and Schwartz [1] .
17. DEFINITION. Let j t x be a positive measure defined on the family $ of Borel sets of the real line and let {e n } be a decreasing sequence of Borel sets whose first element e x is R. Let ix n {e) = jx(e D e n ), e E $, n = 1,2, A unitary equivalence Ubetween Lon § and A on ©^°= 1 £ 2 (-R, M«) i s sa id to be an ordered representation of § relative to L. If ^(e^) > 0 and fi(e k + x ) = 0 then the ordered representation is said to have multiplicity k. Two ordered representations U and t7 of § relative to L and L respectively, with measures JU. and /I, and sets {e n } and {e n } will be called equivalent if ft -/ Z and \i{e n Ae n ) -0 for n = 1,2,..., where A denotes the symmetric difference. 
THEOREM. Any two ordered representations of
..} is a generating set for @ fl . On the other hand the set E of eigenvectors of L generates @\ Suppose 0¥=cpEE.
On the other hand suppose JF). Proof. Since the direct sum of an atomic and continuous ordered representation gives an ordered representation, the conclusion follows.
• The next three lemmas and two definitions which follow are taken from the book of M. H. Stone [4] . 31. DEFINITION. Let p k (X) be the continuous functions of Lemma 28.
The point X has multiplicity n with respect to the continuous spectrum of L if p n (X + e) -p n (X -e) for all e > 0 and if there exists some 8 > 0 such that p n+l (X + e) -p n + x (X -e) = 0 whenever 0 < e < 8. Now every entry in the first k columns or rows is either given or known by symmetry.
LEMMA. Suppose U is an ordered representation of $ relative to L where U: § -> ®°k =x t 1 {R, n k ). The point X has multiplicity p with respect to the continuous spectrum if ii
If i > k and j > k then to determine a tj we find the unique solution (a,,... ,a k ) to the system 
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This solution represents the unique linear combination of the first k columns giving theyth column. Finally
•
LEMMA. Given two ^-measurable hermitian matrix functions m{\) and n{\) such that n(X) is a fixed principal k X k submatrix of the n X n matrix m(\) and rank m(X) = rank n(X) = k on a set S G ®, then there exists a ^-measurable matrix P(X) such that m(X) = P(X)n(X)P*(X) onS.
Proof. Let R be a k X n matrix formed by adding columns of zeros to the k X k identity matrix in the positions of columns to be deleted from m(X) containing only the k columns used to form n(X); and Rm(X)R* = n(X).
Since rank m(X) = rank n(X) on S, we can define the ^-measurable matrix P( A) = m(X)R*n~\X). Now we show P( A)«( A)P*( A) = m(A).
We have UP ( 
(X)-D(X)for some nX r ^-measurable matrix D(X).
Moreover tx (d u 
where (n iJ (X)) is the p-derivative of (d^).
Proof. Define the diagonal matrix {d tj ) by d it {e) = p(e n S t ). By Lemma 34 there exists a ^-measurable n X k matrix P kl (X) such that on the set T kl of Definition 35 we have (m /y (A)) = Let i?^7 be the matrix such that mf(X) = Next recall from Fact 4C that ]/mf(X) exists as a ^-measurable matrix function. Furthermore from the definition of the set T kl we know ]/mf(X) has a ^-measurable inverse ymf (X)" 1 defined on 7^. Let JS^ be a k X r matrix whose first k columns form the k X k identity and whose last r -k columns are zeros. Then we define a ^-measurable n X r matrix D(X) on the set T by D(X) = P kl (X)]/mf(X) -E k for k = 1,2,. ..,r; /= 1,2 (j[);and\6r ft/ . Now the map/(A) i-»/(A) D(X) defines the unitary equivalence (7. To check the isometry let {n tj ) be the p-derivative of (d tJ ). We have
This implies that on the set T kl we have (n tJ ) -E£E k . This is an r X r diagonal matrix with the first k diagonal entries equal to 1 and all other entries equal to zero. Note E k E£ = l* x *-Now f(A)P*(A)/* = f T f(X)(m u (X))f*(X) dp(X)
To verify the map U is onto £ 2 (!T,(d /7 )) we show there is an inverse map U~l defined on all t\T, {d tj )) given by g *-»/where for X G T kh
Recall from Lemma 34 that R kl P kl (X) = l* x *-F°r ^ G ?*/ we R kl P kl (X)Jm?(X)E k
Here the matrix E k E k does nothing more than set the last r -k components of the 1 X r vector g(X) equal to zero. -(ifly(X)), let S be any ^-measurable set with compact closure, let e k be the &th row of the n X n identity matrix and let f k (X) -x s (^)' e k-The isometry of U implies 0 = f R f k (\)A(\)f?(\) dp(X) =fa kk (\) dp(\) for k = 1,...,«. Since A is hermitian and tr^4 = 0 p-a.e. it follows that A - (0) Proof, Let (p iy ) and (p /y ) be equivalent positive matrix measures. The existence of a unitary equivalence between A on £ 2 (i?,(p, y )) and A on £ 2 (i?,(p /7 )) implies that ordered representations for either space relative to the operators of multiplication by the independent variable involve equivalent measures. By Lemma 32 the respective multiplicities of a point A G R with respect to the continuous spectra are equal for all A E R. Theorem 38 implies rank <:i (p /y )(A) = rank c (p /y )( A) for all A E R.
Moreover the unitarily equivalent operators A and A have the same eigenvalues with identical multiplicities. Thus Lemma 16 implies rank^(p /y )(A) = rank a (p /y )(A). By Lemma 14 rank(p. y )(A) = rank(p /y )(A).
• 40. COROLLARY. Given a positive matrix measure (p l7 ), the multiplicity of an ordered representation of £ 2 (i?,(p /y )) relative to A coincides with rank(p, 7 ).
Proof. By Lemma 14
rank(p /y ) = max rank(p /y )(A) = nwx{max[rank a (p, 7 )(X), rank c (p, 7 )(\)]} = max! max rank a (p, 7 )(A), max rank c (p iy )(A.)j.
By Lemma 16 the number max AG^r ank^(p /y )(\) is the highest multiplicity of any eigenvalue which, in turn, is the multiplicity of an atomic ordered representation by Remark 25.
By Theorem 38 the number max X(E/? rank c (p 0 )(\) is the maximum multiplicity of any real number with respect to the continuous spectrum which, in turn, is the multiplicity of a continuous ordered representation by Lemma 32.
By Lemma 26 the maximum of these two numbers gives the multiplicity of an ordered representation.
• 41. REMARK. We have assumed the separability of § so that the multiplicity of a point with respect to the continuous spectrum is defined and the existence of an ordered representation is assured by the spectral theorem.
42. Conclusion. One of the most important problems in the theory of differential operators is relating spectral multiplicity to the behavior of the coefficients of the differential expression. In case L is an ordinary self adjoint differential operator its spectral matrix may be defined in terms of eigenfunctions which have known relationships to the coefficients of the corresponding differential expression. Thus the concept of rank of a positive matrix measure has provided a promising new connection in this regard by allowing the determination of spectral multiplicity directly from the spectral matrix.
